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Forgotten Books. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 452 pages.
Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.9in.Excerpt from Sarchedon: A Legend of the Great QueenDying in the
desert - stretched, limp and helpless, in the darkening waste - poured out like water on the tawny
sand two specks poised high above him in the deeper orange of the upper sky - a wide-winged
vulture hovering and wheeling between the stricken lion and the setting sun. Dying in the desert grim, dignified, unyielding, like a monarch slain in battle. So formidable in the morning - the
herdsmans terror, the archers dread, the savage wrestler in whose grasp horse and rider went
down crushed, mangled, overmatched, like sucking fawn and unweaned child - fierce, tameless,
unconquered - a noble adversary for the noblest champions of the plain - but ere the last red streak
of evening faded on the dusky level of their wilderness, a thing for the foul night-bird to tear and
buffet - for the wild-ass, wincing and snorting, half in terror, half in scorn, to spurn and trample
with her hoof. Pitiful in its hopelessness, the wistful pleading of eyes gradually waning to the apathy
of...
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Reviews
It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh
This is actually the very best book i actually have read till now. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth studying. Its been written in an
remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Jer a my Leuschke IV
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